HISTORICAL NARRATIVE	E
Ars Nova
The term ctis nova derives partly from writings
of Philippe de Vitry (1291-1381) who codified the
rules of the old and the new music in a valuable
treatise This new art represented a, freeing of
music from organurn and rhythmic modes and an
increase in the shape and form of melodic hne
ITrance was the centre of music during the 14th
cent and apai t from Philippe de "V itry the leading
composer was GuiULume de Machaut (1300-77)
who wrote many secular works as well as a poly
phonic setting of the Mass His music is notable
for its vigour and tenderness as well as for its
technical expertise Meanwhile m 14th cent
Italy a quite separate branch of ars nova vias
developmg Imitation and canon were to be
noted in the music of Italian composers and
choral forms such as the Ballata Madrigal (which
often included instrumental accompaniment) and
Caccia (a two voice hunting song in canon) were
common The greatest Italian composer of this
period was the blind organist and lutemst 3?ran
cesco di Laudmi (c 1325-97)
England was less affected by ars nova and tended
to remain loyal to older forms Not until the
15th cent did she begin to make a significant
contribution to the history of music Both John
Dunstable (c 1380-1463) who was no less eminent
as a mathematician and an astronomer than as a
musician and his contemporary Lionel Power
advanced the technique of music by there method
of composition (use of the triad for instance) and
mellifluous style Their musicianship was much
appreciated on the Continent Dunstatole did
away with the use of cantus jlmnws—a fixed
melody—and increased the use of free composition.
After Dunstablo the next great figure m Euro
pean music was Guillaume Dufay (c 1400-74) the
most celebrated composer of the Burgundian
school His music is distinguished for its blend
of flowing melody cleverly wrought counterpoint
ind tender expressiveness Much travelled
Dufay nas a man of catholic outlook. Together
with Dunstable and the Burgundian Gilles Bin
chois he bridged the gap between 14th cent ars
nova and the fully developed polyphony of the
15th cent
Ars nova composers also showed an interest m
secular music and many of their icndeavx and
chansons (those of Brnchois particularlv) have
been preserved Personality began to play a
distinguishing' part in composition
The results of Dufay s good work can be heard
in the flowering of the franco Ketherland school
later in the 16th cent Its two most notable re
presentativea are Ockeghem (c 1420-95) and his
pupil Josauln des Pres (c 1450-1521) who carried
musical expressiveness even further than Dufay
their work can also be grand and majestic In
deed Josquin s wide range from the hiimorous to
the dignified partially accounts for his justly
deserved high reputation. He was a master of
counterpoint but tempered his mechanical in
gemiity with imaginative insight
Throughout the Renaissance choral music was
breaking away as we have seen, from its earlier
bonds The mediaeval tradition of having the
cantm ftfmus in the tenor went by the board the
use of dissonance when only two voices were used
in mediaeval times was abandoned hi favour of
euphony and all the voices democratically came
to share the musical hues Composers also began
to respect their texts where words were previously
fitted to the music the reverse was now the case
In Josauin s music, indeed we have the first
attempts at symbolism matching verbal ideas
with musical ones The importance of this musl
cal renaissance has been realised only over the
past twenty years At last the Renaissance
composers are coming to be seen not merely as
historical figures relevant only in 80 far as their
work culminated in the great classical composers
but as masters in there own right whose music
should be nearly as familiar to us as Is that of a
Mozart or a Beethoven
With the exception of Dufay little is known of
the lives of the musicians so far mentioned Most
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of them were in the service of royal or ducal house
holds where they were m charge of the chanel
choii or else they worked m or around the great
cathedrals teaching at choir schools They -were
well rewarded for their services and their social
position was probably high
The Sixteenth Century
By the 16th cent music in England was a
steadily expanding art and much encouraged
Music making in the home was becoming quite the
fashion in social circles The Chapels Eoyal re
mamed the chief musical centres but the music was
changing with the development of new secular
forms so that it was not so much religious as a part
of life Composers began their live1? aa choirboys
and received a thoroughgoing education both
theoretical and practicil
Carrying on from where Josauin and his con
temporaries left off Palestrina m Italy Victoria
in Spain Lassus in the Netherlands and Byrd in
England brought the polyphonic style to its
zenith At the same tune came the rise of the
madngalists first m Italy then hi the Nether
lands and then the beginnings of instrumental
music as it came to be known in the succeeding
centuries
The vocal composers began to use chordal
(homophonic) as well as contrapuntal (poly
phonic) methods of writing—examples are
Victoria s Ave Venim Corpus and Palestrina s
Stabat Mater—but polyphony was etill the fullest
most magnificent instrument of composition as
for Instance hi Byrd s 0 Quam Glonosum which
shows an eager response to the mood and to the
inflection of the words hi a kind of vocal orchestra
tion A feature of all these composers music
but more especially that of Victoria (c 1585-1611)
and Palestrina (1525-94) is its serene simplicity
and fervour of utterance Palestrma was perhaps
mote spacious m his effects Victoria the more
passionate How well we can imagine—and
sometimes hear—their music resounding down the
naves of the great cathedrals of Europe
The music of Lassus (c 1532-94) is distinguished
both in sheer amount and in vitality His mastery
in the field of motets was unrivalled encompassing
a wide range of subject and mood He and his
fellow Flemish composers Willaert de Monte and
Arcadelt were also expert in the Madrigal a form
popular in Italy and England as well The
Madrigal was a contrapuntal setting of a poem
usually not longer than twelve lines in five or six
parts The subject (of the poetry) was usually
amorous or pastoral It was t, short-lived but
highly prolific vogue Qilando Gibbons (1583-
1625) Thomas Weelkes (c 1575-1623) and John
Wilbye (1674-1638) were the most prominent
English exponents
Instrumental Music
By the end of the 14th cent Instrumental music
began to become something more than mere
anonymous dance tunes or primitive organ music
Instruments often accompanied voices or even
replaced them so that the recorder lute viol
and spinet indoors and sackbuts and shawms out
doors had already been developed by the time
instrumental music came to be written down
Gradually a distinction grew up between what was
appropriate to the voice and what was suitable
for instruments Byrd Gibbons and Giles
Farnaby in England the great blind keyboard
player Cabez6n (1510-66) hi Spain and ITresco
baldi (1583-1643) in Italy produced valuable
instrumental works Perhaps the ParOienta and
the Fitumlhcm Virginal Book collections of Early
English Keyboard music give as fair a representa
tive Idea, as any of the development of instrumen
tal form at thte time
tti chamber music musicians often played
collections of dance tunes strung together to make
a whole or they chose fantasies (or fancies )
where a composer altered a tune as he wished
Then there were sets of variations on a ground

